Explore Authentic

Japan
Kanazawa

&

Nagano
Located near the popular Hakuba Valley Ski Village and within easy
access via train to Tokyo, Osaka and Kyoto, the regional Japanese
cities of Kanazawa and Nagano offer travellers the opportunity
to immerse themselves in Japanese tradition and culture, whilst
savouring some of the best cuisine Japan has to offer. Whether
it’s spending some time exploring before or after hitting
the ski-slopes, or enjoying the breathtaking scenery
and festivals that abound in the warmer months, these
two cities will allow you to experience the
authentic heart of Japan, no matter when
you visit.

Kanazawa

Often referred to as one of Japan’s most breathtaking cities, Kanazawa continues to be one of
the most vibrant, historically significant cities in Japan. Its treasure trove of attractions and mustsee experiences include atmospheric samurai quarters and geisha house districts, rich craft
traditions, and distinctive local cuisine. And with easy access from Hakuba, Tokyo, Kyoto and
Osaka, there’s no wonder that Kanazawa is quickly becoming one of Japan’s must visit cities.

How to Get There:
From Hakuba: Kanazawa-Nagano-Hakuba: 2 Hours and 30 Mins via
Hokuriku Shinkansen and Bus. Japan Rail Pass available for Shinkansen only

From Tokyo:
1. Tokyo Station-Kanazawa Station via Hokuriku Shinkansen: 2 Hours and

30 Mins. Japan Rail Pass available
2. Haneda Airport-Komatsu Airport-Kanazawa Station via Plane and
Airport Bus: 1 Hour and 40 Mins

From Kyoto/Osaka: Kyoto Station or Osaka Station-Kanazawa Station

via Thunder Bird Express Train: 2 Hours and 10 Mins (from Kyoto) or 2 Hours
and 40 Mins (from Osaka) Japan Rail Pass available

Places To Stay
Budget: Kumu Kanazawa Share Hotels
Traditional: Motoyu Ishiya
Traditional: Machiya Kanazawa Kikuno-Ya
Modern: Maki No Oto
Modern: Hyatt Centric Kanazawa

Motoyu Ishiya

Boasting a 200-year history, Motoyu Ishiya features
classic architecture, an original Noh stage and
a Japanese garden.
Surrounded by tranquil
mountains, the property offers luxurious Japanese
accommodations with outdoor and indoor hotspring baths for guests to enjoy.

Hyatt Centric Kanazawa

Located next to JR Kanazawa Station, the Hyatt
Centric Kanazawa hotel provides convenient access
to the regions rich culture and history, including
the city’s 16th century castle, sweeping traditional
gardens and historical districts.

Taste Sensations
Kanazawa Oden
Kanazawa Oden is a hot pot style cuisine often chock full
of seafood flavour. In Winter, people come from around
the world to savour the delicious snow crab version.
Try it at Amatsubo

Crab Cuisine
Kanazawa’s proximity to the Sea of Japan means it has
some of the freshest seafood on offer, including a wide
array of crab dishes and delicacies. Try it at Omicho
Market’s Ichi no Kura and Koufuku

1. Gold-Leaf Ice Cream
2. Crab Cuisine
3. Fine dining in either the

Ryotei (mainly private
room) or Kappo (mainly
counter or table
seating style). Try it at
Kanazawa Sekitei
4. Wagashi Japanese
confectionery .Try it at
Koshiyama
5. Kanazawa Oden

Kanazawa produces 99% of Japan’s
gold leaf, and the delicate craft can
be seen across the city, including
on top of this opulent ice cream
delicacy! Try it at Hakuichi Cafe
(Photo courtesy Hakuichi)

Ryotei

Wagashi

Fine Dining

Wagashi

Like a Local:

Top 5 Must See’s
1. Kenrokuen Garden
2. Nagamachi District
3. 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art
4. National Crafts Museum
5. Higashi Chaya District

Kenrokuen Garden
Considered one of Japan’s three most beautiful gardens,
Kenrokuen Garden is a must-visit location and a great
place to wander through the stunning and serene
Japanese style gardens, no matter the season of your
visit.

Take in the night-life at Chuo Mishokugai.
Located in the heart of Katamachi,
Kanazawa’s entertainment district, this
retro alleyway is filled with bars and
eateries that evoke the feel of Kanazawa
from decades ago. Or try some of the bars
and restaurants nearby including popular
hangouts Todorokitei, The Carlton Club and
the Furansu Cocktail Bar, all of whom cater
to locals and international visitors alike.

Chuo Mishokugai
Nagamachi District - Nomura Samurai House
Nagamachi District is a stunningly preserved samurai
district in the centre of Kanazawa which retains many
features from the Edo period including narrow streets,
and restored samurai houses. In winter, straw mats
called ‘komo’ are attached to the earthen walls. Once
the snow starts to build up, the traditional streetscape
becomes even more beautiful.

Higashi Chaya District

Chaya Houses are characterised by the beautiful
lattice known as “kimusuko” on the outside of the first
floor, and Japanese style guestrooms located above.
Kanazawa’s Higashi Chaya district is the perfect place
to experience traditional Japanese culture through
participating in a tea ceremony or exploring one of
the shops, restaurants or craft stores located within
the narrow streets. You might even spot a Geisha
wandering between the numerous Chaya Houses still.
in operation today.

Things To Do
1. Geisha (Geigi) performance and dinner
experience
2. Omicho Market Tour and Cooking Class
3. Kimono and Tea Ceremony
4. Gold-leafing Craft Experience
5. Visit the D.T. Suzuki Museum
Kimono and Tea Ceremony

Geisha (Geigi)
In Kanazawa you have the opportunity to watch a
traditional geisha performance, interact with these
beautiful performers, and enjoy an authentic Kanazawa
meal. From playing the taiko drums, to learning a few
steps in their traditional geisha dance, this unique
experience will allow you to join in on their performance
too.

Omicho Market

D.T. Suzuki Museum

Start this experience wandering around Omicho Market
- the hub of Kanazawa’s bustling food culture. Here,
you can explore the stalls and wind your way through
the bustling crowds to seek out the best in-season
ingredients that you’ll later use in your cooking class
following the tour.

Winter Wonder

Kenrokuen Garden

Yukizuri in Kenrokuen Garden. In Winter, the
delicate Karasaki pine tree of Kenrokuen is
decorated with ropes that are hung from the top
and arranged to resemble a conical shape that
covers the entire tree. This method of protecting
the branches is called yukizuri (snow hanging).
The best time to witness these beautiful structures
is when Kenrokuen is covered in snow from
January to February. And to make the structures
even more impressive, they are also illuminated at
night.

Kenrokuen Garden Illuminated at Night

Nagano
Nagano City is a temple town surrounded by majestic mountain peaks, with the stunning
and admired Zenkoji Temple at its heart. It is a city where Japanese traditions and culture
endure, and the noble samurai culture that once thrived here is revered. Nagano City offers
travellers the chance to immerse themselves in longstanding Japanese traditions, savour
tantalizing cuisine, and explore breathtaking natural wonders - all just a short train ride
from Tokyo or the many ski resorts nearby.

How to Get There:
From Hakuba: Nagano-Hakuba: 1 Hour and 10 Mins
From Tokyo:

Tokyo Station-Nagano Station via the Hokuriku Shinkansen: 1 Hour and 40
Mins Japan Rail Pass available

From Kyoto/Osaka:
1. Kyoto Station-Tokyo Station-Nagano Station via the Tokaido & Hokuriku

Shinkansen: 3 Hours and 40 Mins Japan Rail Pass available

2. Kyoto Station or Osaka Station-Nagoya Station-Nagano Station via the
Tokaido Shinkansen & Express Train Shinano: 3 Hours and 40 Mins (from
Kyoto) or 4 Hours (from Osaka) Japan Rail Pass available

Taste Sensations
1. Seiromushi
2. Togakushi Soba
3. Oyaki
4. Local spices and spicy sweets
5. All popular Japanese foods using
local produce which you can try at
Shiki Shokusai Yamabuki

Soba Noodles

Togakushi Soba Making Experience
Oyaki

Spicy sweets

Oyaki: These delicious Japanese style buckwheat dumplings originated in Nagano
are some of the most popular street snacks found in the region to this day. Try it at
Oyaki Irohado.

Togakushi soba noodles are some of the highest quality soba found throughout
Japan due the high quality buckwheat produced in the area. Try it at Togakushi Soba
Yamaguchi. Make soba yourself and then eat it while it’s fresh! Take home the skills
learned during this cooking class and recall your experience in Nagano fondly for
decades to come.

Like a Local:
Nagano is renowned for its rice production and the high quality of water attributed to its location surrounded by imposing mountain
peaks. The residents take full advantage of this quality to produce some of the best sake and craft beers across all of Japan. Check out
the Imai Shuzou sake brewery to go behind the scenes of a sake brewery, or try James Nagano Beer Market for one of the many locally
produced craft beers.

Zenkoji Temple
At the heart of Nagano lies one of Japan’s most significant
and revered cultural sites. It is said that Zenkoji Temple
was originally built about 1 400 years ago and the temple’s
main hall, with its majestic beauty and ornate features, was
designated a National Treasure of Japan in 1953. Visitors from
around the world travel to explore the temple’s vast grounds
and delve deep into the underground chamber in search of
the “key to paradise”.

Avenue of Cedar Trees (Togakushi Shrine)
The Togakushi Shrine consists of five spectacular shrines hidden deep within the mountains to the NorthWest of Nagano. Whilst the shrines themselves are spectacular to behold, it’s the stunning natural wonders
that surround the shrines that draw visitors to this breathtaking area. Leading to the Okusha Shrine is a
long avenue lined with 400-year-old cedar trees and the view from the Zuishin-mon gate in the middle is
particularly magnificent.

Top 5 Must See’s

Kagamiike Pond

Nagano Olympic Museum

1. Zenkoji Temple
2. Avenue of Cedar Trees (Togakushi Shrine)
3. Togakushi Ski Area
4. Kagamiike Pond
5. Nagano Olympic Museum

Places To Stay

Oumeitei Tsuji Ryokan
This ryokan’s history goes back to the Heian era. and now
serves as traditional lodging for visitors to the region including
the Shinto priests who visit the Togakushi Shrine.

Budget: Shinshu Zenkoji Yakuoin
Modern: Hotel Kokusai 21
Modern: Mielparque Nagano
Modern: The Saihokukan Hotel
Traditional: Oumeitei Tsuji Ryokan
Shinshu Zenkoji Yakuoin

Things To Do
1. Spiritual moments at Zenkoji
2. Snowshoeing tour in Togakushi
3. Bring out your inner pop-star with a Karaoke

session
4. Soba Making Experience (Togakushi Area)
5. Visit the Nagano Prefectural Museum of Art /
Higashiyama Kaii Gallery

Tokakushi Mountain Ranges
The Tokakushi mountain ranges surround Nagano and
offer numerous experiences to enjoy from hiking trails
in the Summer, to skiing in the Winter. One of the more
unique offerings is a Snowshoeing tour to observe
animal tracks in the pristine beech forest and wander
through regions of the forest only accessible during the
snow season.

Nagano Tomyo Festival

Winter Wonder
The Nagano Tomyo Festival is held
every year between early to midFebruary. Many buildings around the
city are illuminated in the 5 colours of the
Olympic rings to commemorate the cities
hosting of the Winter Olympics and send
a global symbol of peace to the rest of
the world.

Zenkoji
Breathe deep and take in a spiritual moment at Zenkoji.
Visit the temple at sunrise each day to experience the
calming “O-ASAJI” morning service.
©Zenkoji Temple

Nagano Tomyo Festival

Stay and Play

Recommended short-stay itineraries to
help you explore each city

KANAZAWA 3 DAY CITY STAY
Day 1:

Day 2:

Day 3:

Geisha Dinner Performance

Gold-Leaf Ice Cream

Higashi Chaya District

In the morning, take in the sights of
Kenrokuen Garden before enjoying a hearty
bowl of Kanazawa Oden for lunch. In the
afternoon, explore one of Kanazawa’s
incredible museums (the 21st Century
Museum of Modern Art, National Crafts
Museum or the D.T Suzuki Museum),
before experiencing a Geisha (Geigi) Dinner
performance in the evening.

Enjoy a wander through Kanazawa’s many
local neighbourhoods including the
Nishi Chaya, Teramachi, Katamachi and
Nagamachi Districts before stopping for
some opulent Gold-Leaf Ice Cream for a
snack. In the afternoon, try a Gold-leafing
craft experience for yourself before enjoying
some of Kanazawa’s signature crab cuisine
for dinner. If you’re a night owl, don’t forget
to save some time to check out Kanazawa’s
trendy bars as well.

Start your day with a visit to Omicho Market,
where you’ll be sure to pick up some tasty
local cuisine for breakfast. You could even
take a cooking class if you have the time.
Next up, it’s time to wander the stunning
Higashi Chaya District, and cap off your
visit with some shopping around Kanazawa
Station before your journey around Japan
continues in the afternoon.
(Photo courtesy Kanazawa City)

(Photo courtesy Hakuichi)

NAGANO 3 DAY CITY STAY
Day 1:

Day 2:

Day 3:

There’s no better way to start a Nagano visit
than with a visit to Zenkoji Temple. You’ll
need a few hours to explore this breathtaking
area, so take your time, and enjoy some
Oyaki and local spicy sweets while there.
The Nagano Prefectural Museum of Art and
Higashiyama Kaii Gallery are located nearby,
so a visit makes a great start to the afternoon,
before moving on to the Nagano Olympic
Museum or to the Matsushiro cultural and
crafts area to explore in the afternoon.

You’ll need to have an early start today to
experience the “O-ASAJI” morning spiritual
service at Zenkoji, before heading out by bus
to the Togakushi Ski Area for the remainder
of the day. If you’re not a skier, you can
always try a snowshoe tour, or try your hands
at Soba-making nearby. You may also want
to try a sake brewery tour in the afternoon
and enjoy the neighbouring nightlife before
calling it a day.

Once again, catch a bus out to the Togakushi
area, this time to explore the area’s stunning
natural wonders and shrines including the
Avenue of Cedar Trees, Kagamiike Pond and
Togakushi Shrine. If time permits, take in one
of the numerous hiking trails around the area
before heading back to Nagano Station for
some quick shopping!

For Bookings
Please contact your
local travel agent:

